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Joy Rubey, Founder and CEO

Spade & Spoon Founder Joy Rubey’s passion for local food started when she was just
five years old, selling peaches, lemons and avocados out of a wagon to her neighbors
in Bellflower, Calif. After spending most of her childhood in Washington State, Joy
attended the University of Washington and earned her degree in architecture – a
career at the interaction of systems, creativity and science. Early in her career, she
worked at a prominent architecture firm that focused on environmental impact.

In her 30s, Joy became a wife to a farmer, a mom, and a friend to several people
battling terminal cancer. She began to question what was happening in our food
system – what we eat, how we grow food, how we build food resiliency, and how we
leave a healthier planet to the next generation.

Joy took a career leap to better local food systems and opened Acme Farms &
Kitchen in 2011, the Pacific Northwest's local-first meal kit serving the greater Seattle,
Portland, and Bellingham metro areas. Acme Farms & Kitchen works with small local
producers to craft seasonal recipes delivered to doors in a meal kit with minimal and
returnable packaging. Since its inception, Acme Farms & Kitchen has helped sell
more than $24 million of local food in the Pacific Northwest, working alongside 70+
local producers.

After a decade of success and proving this business model could work, in 2022, Joy
and her team decided it was time to bring this same local-first meal kit concept to
other cities, starting with Colorado’s Front Range – an area with deep passion for
local food systems. Under the new name Spade & Spoon, Joy works with dozens of
Colorado food producers to offer local-first meal kits with chef-created seasonal
recipes. Prioritizing better margins for producers, accessibility for consumers and a
reduction of food waste, Spade & Spoon makes it easy to cook, shop, and support
local farmers and businesses. Spade & Spoon launches on Small Business Saturday -
November 26, 2022.

In her free time, Joy enjoys morning rides on her Peloton, hiking with her family and
a good meal shared with the people she loves.

https://theacmebox.com/
https://theacmebox.com/

